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Deliver Fast and Powerful Native Applications for Windows, 
Linux, macOS, iOS, Android and Cloud

Productivity
Write, Compile, Package and Deploy Cross-Platform applications with
the RAD Studio integrated tools for robust enterprise-level systems
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Usability
Simple, Comfortable, Safe and Intelligent Interactions with a single 
codebase and responsive UI to compile natively for each platform
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Velocity
5x Development Productivity with VCL for Windows, the FMX framework for 
multi-device development, and hundreds of prebuilt and customizable components
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Agility
Code editor´s advanced navigation tools, bookmarks, and regions with 
refactorings improve your code and productivity for meeting release dates
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A L E X A N D R I A
RAD Studio 11.2
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Built to Help You Unleash 
The Power of Your Dreams

Delphi® is the original IDE for building single-source multi-platform native apps 
with powerful visual design features and best-in-class Windows integration and 
up to 5x productivity gains

A L E X A N D R I A
Delphi 11.2

Single Code Base

Create apps for all major platforms 
with less coding e�ort. Write once, 
compile everywhere.

Android

Support for the latest Android Level 32 
API and latest Billing APIs, and migration 
to use the AndroidX libraries. Android 
support for multiple classes.dex �les, 
simplifying integration of external 
Android dependencies.

Linux

Develop both server and FireMonkey 
GUI applications for Linux. Delphi 
now has LLDB version 12 support for 
debugging on Linux, also adopted 
for iOS Simulator.

Windows 11

Modernize VCL apps for Windows 
11 with up-to-date user interface 
controls, WinRT APIs, and 
HighDPI-related features.

Accessible Data

Connect to over 20 databases natively 
with FireDAC's high speed direct access, 
including InterBase, SQLite, MySQL, SQL 
Server, Oracle, PostgreSQL, DB2, SQL 
Anywhere, Advantage DB, Firebird, 
Access, Informix, MongoDB and more.

User Experience

Completely rebuilt Welcome Page 
with a native look and feel, and a UI 
that �ts the IDE, and customizable 
layout and content.

Remote Desktop

Collaborate more e�ectively with 
remote teams using improved 
remote desktop support for VCL 
and IDE.

Faster Coding

Smarter code navigation when 
refactoring. Auto code completion 
with Tab key. LSP awareness of Include 
�les. Auto restart of LSP server. Class 
helper support. Array suggestions 
when assigning arrays. Inactive code 
highlighting in Code Editor.

Cloud Aware

Delphi has an HTTP and REST client 
library available on all platforms, to 
invoke REST services and even 
speci�c AWS and Azure components.

High DPI & 4K

High-DPI support in the IDE, with 
full support for the latest 4k+ 
monitors, and cleaner and sharper 
fonts and icons throughout. 
Improved FMX High-DPI support 
for Windows and Desktop with a 
visibly superior desktop UI

Productivity

VCL Styles with design-time support: 
Prototype stylish UIs even faster by 
seeing immediately at design-time 
how your styled forms and controls 
will look when running.

Extensions

Develop and expand the IDE with 
your own components and IDE 
plugins, or �nd ready to use add-ons 
from our rich third-party ecosystem.

iOS and macOS

macOS 64bit ARM compiler and 
toolchain that can build universal 
binaries including Intel/ARM versions 
for AppStore submissions. iOS 
Simulator for macOS devices running 
on ARM-64 (M1 or M2 CPUs).

RAD Server

Reduces the complexities of rapidly 
building and deploying a multi-tier 
turn-key enterprise REST API application 
server with Swagger support.


